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Abstract The causes of atmospheric methane (CH4)

changes are still a major contention, in particular with

regards to the relative contributions of glacial-interglacial

cycles, monsoons in both hemispheres and the late Holo-

cene human intervention. Here, we explore the CH4 signals

in the Antarctic EPICA Dome C and Vostok ice records

using the methods of timeseries analyses and correlate

them with insolation and geological records to address

these issues. The results parse out three distinct groups of

CH4 signals attributable to different drivers. The first group

(*80% variance), well tracking the marine d18O record, is

attributable to glacial-interglacial modulation on the global

water cycle with the effects shared by wetlands at all

latitudes, from monsoonal and non-monsoonal regions in

both hemispheres. The second group (*15% variance),

centered at the *10-kyr semi-precession frequency, is

linkable with insolation-driven tropical monsoon changes

in both hemispheres. The third group (*5% variance),

marked by millennial frequencies, is seemingly related

with the combined effect of ice-volume and bi-hemispheric

insolation changes at the precession bands. These results

indicate that bi-hemispheric monsoon changes have been a

constant driver of atmospheric CH4. This mechanism also

partially explains the Holocene CH4 reversal since *5 kyr

BP besides the human intervention. In the light of these

results, we propose that global monsoon can be regarded as

a system consisting of two main integrated components,

one primarily driven by the oscillations of Inter-Tropical

Convergence Zone (ITCZ) in response to the low-latitude

summer insolation changes, anti-phase between the two

hemispheres (i.e. the ITCZ monsoon component); and

another modulated by the glacial-interglacial cycles,

mostly synchronous at the global scale (i.e. the glacial-

interglacial monsoon component). Although atmospheric

CH4 record integrates all wetland processes, including

significant non-monsoonal contributions, it is the only and

probably the best proxy available to reflect the past changes

of global monsoon. However, the utility of CH4 as a proxy

of monsoon changes at any specific location is compro-

mised by its bi-hemispheric nature.

Keywords Pleistocene � Greenhouse gases � Loess �
Global monsoon

1 Introduction

Methane (CH4) is one of the greenhouse gases and directly

affects atmospheric temperature through absorbing long

wave radiation emitted from the Earth’s surface (Wahlen

1993). Its effect is thought to have contributed *20% to

the global warming since pre-industrial times (Karl et al.

2008) and would have also affected the climate system

since much early geological history (Beerling et al. 2009).

Measurements of atmospheric CH4 started only in 1950s
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(Hutchinson 1954) but ice records from Antarctica exten-

ded the CH4 history to *800 ka ago (Petit et al. 1999;

Spahni et al. 2005; Loulergue et al. 2008).

The dominant sources of atmospheric CH4 are terres-

trial, such as wetlands, tundra, soils (Wahlen 1993), ter-

restrial plants under aerobic conditions (Keppler et al.

2006), subglacial environments (Wadham et al. 2008), wild

and domestic ruminant animals (Crutzen et al. 1986),

volatile organic compound sources (Kaplan et al. 2006) and

biomass burning (Quay et al. 1991). Wetlands in boreal

regions and between the tropics are the largest natural

sources today while other wetlands are minor in proportion

(Fig. 1). Their CH4 emissions are approximately shared

*40% boreal and *60% tropics (Aselmann and Crutzen

1989; Cao et al. 1996; Lehner and Doll 2004).

At the orbital scale, CH4 is suggested to be sensitive to

monsoon changes in the Northern Hemisphere (Ruddiman

and Raymo 2003; Ziegler et al. 2010). Because tropical

monsoons are thought to be primarily driven by low lati-

tude summer insolation (Kutzbach 1981) that is marked by

strong precession signals, the paradigm was used to date

marine and ice records (Ruddiman and Raymo 2003). The

likely in-phase changes between CH4 and magnetic sus-

ceptibility in the China loess, particularly since 420 ka ago,

is thought to support a dominant contribution of monsoon-

related processes to the CH4 variability at precession

periodicities (Loulergue et al. 2008), although loess mag-

netic susceptibility also bears strong glacial-interglacial

signals (Kukla 1987).

It was alternatively suggested that precession induced

changes in northern hemispheric monsoons and associated

shifts of ITCZ only play a second order role in CH4

emission (Landais et al. 2010), as CH4 visually tracks the

glacial-interglacial cycles (Fig. 2), with much higher

Fig. 1 Modern distributions of

global wetlands, monsoon zones

and CH4 emissions.

a Distribution of modern

wetlands (Matthews and Fung

1987) and monsoon domains

(after Wang and Ding 2008).

b Potential natural wetlands and

CH4 emission simulated for the

present (Kaplan 2002).

c Estimates of latitudinal

distribution of modern CH4

emissions (Aselmann and

Crutzen 1989; Bartlett and

Harriss 1993; Cao et al. 1996)
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concentrations during interglacials where boreal wetland

sources are active (Schmidt et al. 2004; Landais et al.

2010). This view is likely supported by the low correlation

coefficient when matching CH4 and precession peaks

(Landais et al. 2010), and by the strong 100 and 40-ka CH4

periodicities (Loulergue et al. 2008) that are rather weak in

the low-latitude insolation changes (Berger 1978), but

characteristic of the glacial-interglacial cycles (Lisiecki

and Raymo 2005). These may suggest that climate and

hydrology changes in high latitudes have a strong role

(Landais et al. 2010).

Recent correlations (Guo et al. 2009) between the China

loess and Antarctic ice records raise new questions relative

to the CH4 drivers. During marine isotope stage 13 (MIS-

13, *500 ka ago), CH4 represents the lowest interglacial

values of the past 800 ka (Loulergue et al. 2008). This

cannot be explained by either boreal wetlands or northern

hemispheric monsoons (Guo et al. 2009), because the

northern monsoons were extremely strong during this

interglacial (Rossignol-Strick et al. 1998; Guo et al. 2000;

Bassinot et al. 1994) (Fig. 2a), and Greenland ice-sheets

substantially retreated (de Vernal and Hillaire-Marcel

2008), both would have favored CH4 emissions.

Contentions also persist in interpreting the Holocene

CH4 changes, with an additional driver of human inter-

vention. CH4 decreased during the first half of the Holo-

cene, but then reversed direction and began to increase

*5,000 years ago. This reversal and subsequent increase

have been variously attributed to natural (Schmidt et al.

2004) and anthropogenic (Ruddiman 2003; Ruddiman and

Thomson 2001) factors. A potential role of the Southern

Hemisphere climate was also invoked (Brook 2009), as is

recently supported by CH4 modelling for the Holocene

(Singarayer et al. 2011).

Summarizing from these views, it becomes clear that

past CH4 changes mainly consist of a mixture of the signals

from boreal wetlands, and from both southern and northern

monsoon regions, but several fundamental questions

remain to be addressed. First, the relative contributions and

variance of these main sources in the past are still

Fig. 2 Comparison of

atmospheric CH4, global ice-

volume and East Asian

monsoon changes in the past

800 ka. a EDC CH4 (Loulergue

et al. 2008), LR04 marine d18O

(Lisiecki and Raymo 2005) and

Chinese loess weathering (Fed/

Fet) (Guo et al. 2000) records.

b Multi-taper spectrum (MTM)

of EDC CH4 record (black line,

with green continuous and

dotted lines indicating 99 and

95% confidence levels,

respectively). MTM spectra of

EDC CH4-G2 (red continuous
line, with red dotted line
showing 99% confidence level)

and EDC CH4-G2a (blue
continuous line, with blue
dotted line indicating 99%

confidence level) are also shown

for comparison. MTM analyses

are performed using the EDC3

timescale (Parrenin et al. 2007)
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controversial. The glacial-interglacial signals in the CH4

records have mostly been linked with boreal wetlands

(Landais et al. 2010) while the contributions of monsoon-

related wetlands to these signals are not yet clear. Second,

distinguishing the relative contributions of northern and

southern hemispheric monsoons is critical for understand-

ing the CH4 dynamics and for evaluating the human

impacts in the late Holocene. Another major challenge is to

understand why CH4 changes by up to half its glacial-

interglacial range many times during the glacial periods

(Wolff and Spahni 2007; Wolff 2011). Because atmo-

spheric CH4 changes are frequently linked with monsoon

climates, all of these would provide helpful insights for

addressing the paleo-monsoon dynamics, particularly if all

regional monsoons are viewed as a integrated system of

global scale, i.e. the global monsoon (Wang 2009). One of

the efficient ways for addressing these issues is to make the

mixed CH4 signals decomposed, to compare them with

representative geological records, and to interpret their

causal links with climate-driven wetland processes, as are

the main aims of this study.

In Sect. 2, we firstly decompose the 800-ka EPICA

Dome C (EDC) (Loulergue et al. 2008) and the 420-ka

Vostok (Petit et al. 1999) CH4 records using Singular

Spectrum Analysis (SSA) (Ghil et al. 2002). The decom-

posed principle components (PCs) are then reconstructed

into different fractions based on the main known/potential

CH4 drivers in order to address their links and to evaluate

their relative variances. In Sect. 3, the reconstructed CH4

fractions are compared with relevant marine and terrestrial

records and with insolation to testify the above causal

links, discuss the underlying climate-wetland processes,

and explore the relationships between CH4 cycle and glo-

bal monsoon. In the light of these results, the human and

natural interventions on the Holocene CH4 trends, a con-

tentious issue of Paleoclimatology, are also discussed in

Sect. 4.

2 Atmospheric methane signals

The EDC ice core contains a record of atmospheric CH4 for

the past 800 ka with the average time resolution of

*380 years and analytical uncertainty of *10 ppbv (Loul-

ergue et al. 2008). The Vostok CH4 record covers the past

420 ka with the average time resolution of *900 years and

analitical uncertainty of *20 ppbv (Petit et al. 1999). The

EDC3 chronology (Parrenin et al. 2007), with an estimated

uncertainty of 3–6 ka, is used in this study for both EDC and

Vostok records. The EDC3 gas age for Vostok is from Luthi

et al. (2008). Detailed information about the CH4 data and

their chronology are given in the origianl references (Petit

et al. 1999; Parrenin et al. 2007; Loulergue et al. 2008).

We perform a spectral analysis (Fig. 2b) on the 800-ka

EDC CH4 record (Loulergue et al. 2008). The results show

clear periods at *100, *40, *23, *19, *14.3, *9.9,

*8–7.3, *5.4, *4.75 and *3 ka over the 99% confi-

dence level. Part of these peaks was already reported

(Loulergue et al. 2008). Periods at *28, *12.3, *4.5 and

*3.4 ka over the 95% confidence level are also detected.

Analysis on the Vostok CH4 record yields essentially

similar results, but the *3-ka peak at EDC is not detect-

able at Vostok.

Among the available tools for timeseries decomposition,

SSA is a nonparametric method that allows the decompo-

sition and reconstruction of signals from a timeseries in

overcoming the problems of finite sample length and

noisiness. One of the advantages of SSA decomposition is

the use of a data adaptive basis set (Ghil et al. 2002),

instead of fitting an assumed model. The method allows

decomposing a timeseries into different components with

the variance evaluated, and has widely been used in

paleoclimate studies (Gamiz-Fortis et al. 2002; Cosford

et al. 2008; Pisias et al. 2010) for signal explorations.

We use a window length of 80 (M = 80) for the EDC

CH4 record following the suggestion that the window

length should be less than about 1/5 of the point number in

the timeseries (Vautard et al. 1992) as CH4 data are equally

spaced at 1-ka intervals before the analyses. Burg covari-

ance estimation (Penland et al. 1991) and Heuristic sig-

nificant tests (Ghil et al. 2002) are used for the SSA

decomposition. Eighty SSA principal components (PCs)

are thus obtained for EDC. Their relative power, indicative

of the variance of each component, is ranked in Fig. 3b.

Similar analyses are performed on the Vostok CH4 record

with 41 PCs decomposed (M = 41). We assume that all the

PCs represent true CH4 signals and none of them is

removed in the subsequent analyses.

Among the known/potential drivers of CH4 invoked in

earlier studies, glacial-interglacial changes, as indicated by

the marine d18O record (Lisiecki and Raymo 2005), are

marked by strong *100 and *40-ka periodicities while

low latitude summer insolation is primarily driven by

precession, dominated by the 23 and 19-ka signals (Berger

1978). The strong *100 and *40-ka periods in the CH4

records confirm the link with the glacial-interglacial cycles

(Landais et al. 2010; Loulergue et al. 2008), as is even seen

through visual examination on the CH4 and marine d18O

records (Fig. 2a).

Given that glacial-interglacial cycles certainly affected

atmospheric CH4 despite of the contentions about their

relative contributions, we firstly use part of the SSA PCs to

reconstruct the CH4 signals until the reconstruction

matching, at farthest, the full marine d18O record (Lisiecki

and Raymo 2005), with the aim at evaluating the CH4

variance linkable with the glacial-interglacial cycles. The
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reconstruction (CH4-G1) using PC1-8 of EDC best matches

marine d18O with a total variance up to *80% (Fig. 3a).

The number of PCs used are rather strict because adding

PC9 into CH4-G1 over-accentuates the *20-ka signals in

comparison with those in the marine d18O record. Linear

correlation between CH4-G1 and marine d18O (Lisiecki

and Raymo 2005) yields a correlation coefficient (R2) of

0.77. Analyses on the Vostok CH4 record yield essentially

similar results (Fig. 4) with CH4-G1 reconstructed from

PC1-4. The long-term variations of CH4 are obviously

dominated by the CH4-G1 fraction. Cross-spectral analyses

reveal strong coherencies between EDC CH4-G1 and

marine d18O at the 100-ka eccentricity, 40-ka obliquity, 23

and 19-ka precession bands (Fig. 3c), supporting again the

link between CH4-G1 and the glacial-interglacial cycles.

After removing CH4-G1 from the initial CH4 records,

the remained components, referred to as CH4-G2, are

compared with the original data (Fig. 4). Although this part

contains millennial CH4 signals (Fig. 2b), the dominant

*20 and *10-ka periodicities are visually definable

(Fig. 4). Examinations on individual SSA PC reveal that

millennial CH4 signals (Figs. 4, 6a) mainly reside in PC24-

80 (Fig. 3b) for EDC. Because this part of the signals

(Fig. 6a) is not directly linkable to orbital parameters, it is

temporarily removed apart (CH4-G2b) in order to better

examine the orbital scale changes. This step yields CH4-

G2a shown in Figs. 4 and 5. They consist of PC9-23 for

Fig. 3 Reconstructed CH4-G1

for EDC using Singular

Spectrum Analysis (SSA) (Ghil

et al. 2002) and comparison

with marine d18O record. EDC

CH4 (Loulergue et al. 2008) is

decomposed into 80 PCs with

CH4-G1 reconstructed from

PC1-8, CH4-G2 from PC9-80,

CH4-G2a from PC9-23 and

CH4-G2b from PC24-80.

a Variations of CH4-G1,

original EDC CH4 data

(Loulergue et al. 2008) and

LR04 marine d18O (Lisiecki and

Raymo 2005). b Ranks of

powers for the 80 SSA principal

components (PCs) of EDC CH4.

c Blackman–Tukey spectra of

CH4-G1 (red) and LR04 d18O

(blue), coherency (black dotted
line) and phase (black tick with

light blue error bar). Vertical
discontinuous lines indicate the

100, 40, 23 and 19-ka orbital

bands. CH4-G1 lags LR04 d18O

by 6� at the *100-ka band, 10�
at the *40-ka band, 35� at the

*23-ka band and 20� at the

*19-ka band

Fig. 4 SSA reconstructed CH4 signals for Vostok and comparison

with EDC results. Vostok CH4 (Petit et al. 1999) versus EDC3

timescale (gas age from Luthi et al. 2008) is decomposed into 41 PCs

with G1 reconstructed from PC1-4, G2 from PC5-41, G2a from

PC5-12 and G2b from PC13-41. Green line in the top panel shows

original Vostok CH4 data for comparison
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EDC CH4 with a total variance of *15%. The boundary

between CH4-G2a and CH4-G2b is not as strict as for that

between CH4-G1 and CH4-G2: adding or removing a few

PCs does not significantly affect the basic spectral features

and variance estimates for CH4-G2a and CH4-G2b because

PCs ranked beyond 20 have quite small (\0.41%) vari-

ances (Fig. 3b). The three CH4 fractions from Vostok (Petit

et al. 1999) are essentially similar to the EDC ones

(Figs. 4, 5), with CH4-G1 constructed from PC1-4, CH4-

G2a from PC5-12 and CH4-G2b from PC13-41.

Although low latitude summer insolation in the North-

ern Hemisphere is among the important CH4 drivers

(Ruddiman and Raymo 2003), this factor alone is clearly

insufficient to explain CH4-G2a because insolation domi-

nantly varies at the *20-ka frequency while CH4-G2a

show much more maxima occurring roughly every 10 ka

Fig. 5 Peak-to-peak match

between CH4-G2a with bi-

hemispheric insolation (BHI,

defined as the time evolution of

maximum N30� (June 21) and

S30� (Dec. 21) summer

insolation values (Berger

1978)). a Matching pattern for

the interval 0–420 ka BP.

b Matching pattern for the

interval 400–800 ka BP.

Original EDC CH4 data

(Loulergue et al. 2008) are

shown for comparison.

Correspondent numbers show

the proposed peak-to-peak

match between BHI and CH4-

G2a. Thick brown lines indicate

BHI
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(Fig. 5), approximately at the semi-precession frequency.

This is also clear in the MTM-spectrum of CH4-G2a

(Fig. 2b) marked by a plateau centered at the *10-ka

frequency with several sub-order peaks, including clear

*20 and *10-ka ones.

These may suggest two possibilities: (1) except the *20

and *10-ka signals directly linkable with orbital forcing,

the other sub-order peaks on the spectral plateau of CH4-

G2a (Fig. 2b) also represent true CH4 cycles linked with

some unknown drivers; or (2) the other sub-order peaks are

partly caused by the *3–6 ka uncertainty of the EDC3

timescale (Parrenin et al. 2007).

To clarify these possibilities, we firstly compare CH4-

G2a maxima with low latitude summer insolation of the

Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 5), one of the key drivers of

monsoons and CH4. Within the accuracy of the EDC3

timescale, about half of the CH4-G2a peaks roughly match

the northern insolation maxima, and the other half mostly

locates between the northern insolation peaks. However,

these peaks approximately match the maxima of low lati-

tude summer insolation in the Southern Hemisphere

(Fig. 5). Some CH4-G2a peaks show slight dislocations

from the insolation maxima, but mostly within a few kilo-

years. Although there is a kind of uncertainty in matching a

small part of the peaks, the overall correlativity between

CH4-G2a and insolation is unambiguous (Fig. 5).

As a further check of this observation, we tune CH4-G2a

onto the bi-hemispheric insolation (BHI, defined as the

time evolution of maximum N30� and S30� summer

insolation values) using the peak-to-peak matching pattern

in Fig. 5. This slightly changes the EDC3 timescale but

mostly within its estimated uncertainty of 3–6 ka (Parrenin

et al. 2007). The tuning not only accentuates the semi-

precession frequencies of the CH4 timeseries, but also

substantially enhances the spectral power over the 99%

confidence level at all the main orbital bands (Fig. 6b), i.e.

the *100, 40, 23 and 19 ka. These attest to an increased

accuracy of the timescale, and hence strongly support the

link between CH4-G2a and the bi-hemispheric insolation

(Fig. 5). The Mt Berlin eruption at EDC-1265.1 m depth,

the only independent isotopic age control of EDC3 prior to

the Holocene (Parrenin et al. 2007), is closer to his Ar/Ar

age (92.5 ± 2 ka) (gas age 87.7 ka vs. 85.7 ka in EDC3),

and the B/M boundary age remains unchanged after the

tuning.

The CH4-G2b fraction (Fig. 6a), dominated by millen-

nial signals (Fig. 2b), represents a total variance of *5%

in average. After the bi-hemispheric insolation tuning

(BHIT) of CH4-G2a, these millennial oscillations at EDC

center at *8.2, 7.2, 6.6, 6, 5.5 and 4.2 ka (Fig. 6b), but the

*3-ka peak (Fig. 2b) disappeared. The peak at *28 ka is

also largely reinforced (Fig. 6b).

Our analyses thus parse out three distinct CH4 fractions.

The largest one (CH4-G1, *80% variance) well tracks

marine d18O record (Fig. 3a). After removing CH4-G1, the

remained fraction (CH4-G2, *20% variance) mainly

contains precession, semi-precession and millennial CH4

signals. CH4-G2 can be further parsed into CH4-G2a

(*15% variance) closely matching the low latitude sum-

mer insolation in both Southern and Northern Hemispheres

(Figs. 4, 5), and CH4-G2b (*5% variance) marked by

millennial oscillations (Fig. 6a). These offer the possibility

Fig. 6 EDC CH4-G2b and spectral features after bi-hemispheric

insolation tuning (BHIT). a EDC CH4-G2b compared with original

EDC data (Loulergue et al. 2008). b Comparison of MTM spectra

between EDC CH4 plotted versus EDC3 chronology and that plotted

versus the BHIT timescale through matching CH4-G2a and BHI

following the peak-to-peak pattern in Fig. 5. Periods over the 99%

confidence level are labeled. Spectral peaks at the orbital bands over

the 99% confidence level are largely enhanced for BHIT-CH4
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to correlate different CH4 fractions with relevant geologi-

cal records for better understanding the underlying climate-

wetland processes.

3 Linking methane signals with geological records

3.1 Glacial-interglacial controls

The CH4-G1 fraction with a variance of *80% is thus

causally linkable with the glacial-interglacial cycles

(Figs. 3a, 4). CH4-G1 slightly lags marine d18O at all the

main orbital frequencies (Fig. 3c), supporting again that

the glacial-interglacial cycles are a primary driver of

atmospheric CH4 changes. This link is also supported by

relevant geological records at the global scale, and by the

climate-wetland processes mostly congruent with climate

modeling, as are discussed below.

Although glacial-interglacial cycles affect the climate

system through many mechanisms, including the changes

in the ocean and atmospheric circulations, their modulation

on the global water cycle should be the dominant pathway

in introducing the signals into the CH4 history, as wetlands

are the main sources of CH4. Several mechanisms would

have synchronously operated at the global scale, but with a

common feature that CH4 emission is favored when ice-

volume is smaller.

A first process is the glacial-interglacial control on high

latitude wetlands (Chappellaz et al. 1997b; Petit et al.

1999; Wolff and Spahni 2007; Loulergue et al. 2008).

Under the present interglacial conditions, global wetlands

are approximately shared *50–60% boreal and 40–50%

tropics (Lehner and Doll 2004) (Fig. 1a). Their CH4

emissions represent *40 and 60% of the global CH4

emission (Cao et al. 1996; Lehner and Doll 2004),

respectively (Fig. 1c). Emissions from other wetlands are

minor in proportion (Fig. 1).

At the glacial-interglacial scale, the more extended

periglacial wetlands due to ice-sheet retreat and the higher

temperature in the interglacials favor CH4 emission, which

is essentially shut down under glacial conditions (Fischer

et al. 2008). This suggests a boreal CH4 contribution

generally smaller than *40% following the glacial-inter-

glacial cycles if its modern proportion is assumed for the

past interglacial periods.

Moisture availability and temperature changes at the

global scale would have also played an important role.

Global atmospheric water contents during the interglacials

should be much higher than for the glacials because

atmospheric water-holding capacity increases roughly

exponentially with temperature (Trenberth et al. 2003; Min

et al. 2011). Also, interglacial (warmer)/glacial (cooler)

oceans naturally provide more/less moisture to the

continents, leading to expanded/reduced wetlands (CH4

emissions). Higher interglacial continental temperature

also favors CH4 emissions as groundwater table and tem-

perature have strong effects on CH4 emissions today

(Walter and Heimann 2000) despite of the possibally dif-

ferent order of magnitude for the past. Continents at all

latitudes in both hemispheres, including the monsoonal and

non-monsoonal zones, must have shared these effects.

This interpretation is strongly supported by the syn-

chronous glacial-interglacial patterns in the eolian dust

fluxes in Asia (Guo et al. 2009), North Pacific (Hovan

et al. 1989), tropical Pacific (Winckler et al. 2008), North

Africa (Clemens et al. 1991, 1996; deMenocal 1995) and

Antarctica (Lambert et al. 2008) (Fig. 7a), a proxy com-

monly considered indicative of continental humidity in

the dust source regions although the significance of

Antarctic dust record is somewhat different (Lambert

et al. 2008).

Another important process would be the glacial-inter-

glacial influences on monsoon circulations, among which

the East Asian and Australian monsoon are worthy par-

ticular attentions. The history of East Asian monsoon

recorded in the loess-soil sequences in China strongly

supports this interpretation, as all proxies relative to the

summer monsoon (Guo et al. 1998, 2000, 2009) display

clear oscillations correlative with the glacial-interglacial

cycles and atmospheric CH4 trends (Fig. 2a).

The East Asian monsoon may be the strongest monsoon.

Its direct influences are not limited within the tropical

zones with ITCZ oscillations, but also determine the rain-

fall in the Asian interior at least north to 40�N (Wang et al.

2005; Wang 2006). This particular feature is attributable to

several mechanisms.

East Asian monsoon is sensitive to the land-sea thermal

contrasts between the tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans

and Asian continent (Halley 1986; Ding et al. 2004; Lestari

and Iwasaki 2006). Oceanographic data (de Garidel-Tho-

ron et al. 2005; Li et al. 2008; Mohtadi et al. 2010)

effectively show prominent changes in the tropical sea

surface temperatures (SST) following the glacial-intergla-

cial cycles. These must have affected the land-sea thermal

contrasts, and hence, the strength of East Asian monsoon

besides summer insolation changes.

The surface conditions of Tibetan Plateau also have

strong impacts on the strength of East Asian monsoon

(Yasunari 2007; Souma and Wang 2010). Geological

records (Chen et al. 1999) shows that Tibetan Plateau was

significantly warmed during the interglacials, but mostly

frozen during the glacials. These must have strongly

modulated the monsoon circulation and CH4 emissions

from the elevated wetlands, and consequently introduced

the glacial-interglacial signals into the East Asian monsoon

and CH4 records.
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Climate models (Jiang and Lang 2010) suggest that

glacial-interglacial sea-level changes have also strongly

effects in the monsoon rainfall in East Asia. During the

Last Glacial Maximum, sea-level drop led to a retreat of

the shoreline *1,000 km farer than for the present-day

(Wang et al. 2005). Consequently, the East Asian continent

would have received much less monsoon rainfall, disfa-

voring wetlands and CH4 emissions.

Another factor would be the Asian winter monsoon that

is strongly controlled by the northern high latitude climates

(Ding et al. 1995; Guo et al. 2004), i.e. the glacial-inter-

glacial cycles. The reinforced winter monsoon during the

glacials in response to the ice-volume increase would have

led to annually shorter summer monsoon controls, and

consequently, to reduced monsoon wetlands and CH4

emissions.

The Australian monsoon also significantly differs from

the tropical monsoons. Lake level changes (Magee et al.

2004) at the precession band sometimes match the southern

summer insolation (Fig. 7b), as is consistent with the

model output (Wyrwoll and Valdes 2003). However, lake

levels were significantly higher during the interglacials

than for the glacials (Magee et al. 2004) (Fig. 7b). These

imply two overlapped components, one approximately

in-phase with the glacial-interglacial cycles, and another

corresponding to the low latitude insolation changes,

roughly anti-phasing the northern monsoons at the pre-

cession band (Fig. 7b). Except the temperature effect, the

clear glacial-interglacial signals in the Australian summer

monsoon are also attributable to the cross-equator Asian

winter monsoon that reinforces the Australian summer

monsoon (Wyrwoll and Miller 2001) and to ice-induced

seal-level changes (Griffiths et al. 2009).

From these lines of evidence, it is clearly emerged that

East Asian and Australian monsoons consist of two main

components, one primarily driven by the low latitude

summer insolation, and another forced by the glacial-

interglacial cycles. The first one is mainly associated with

the ITCZ oscillations and anti-phase between Asia and

Australia (i.e. the ITCZ monsoon component), whereas the

second is synchronously forced by the glacial-interglacial

cycles (i.e. the glacial-interglacial monsoon component).

These two monsoon components integrate and finally

determine the monsoon rainfall, and subsequently, the

wetland extents and their CH4 emissions. The ITCZ mon-

soon component is more accentuated in the tropical regions

while the glacial-interglacial monsoon component becomes

increasingly prominent towards mid-latitudes.

In summary, the main processes introducing the glacial-

interglacial signals into the CH4 history include not only

the changes of boreal wetlands, but also the glacial-inter-

glacial influences on the global moisture availability and

on the monsoon-related wetlands at various latitudes.

Fig. 7 Global synchronous changes of continental humidity follow-

ing the glacial-interglacial cycles. a Eolian dust indicators of

continental humidity. Lower dust flux or less terrigenous detritus

reflect more humid conditions in dust source regions. Xifeng (China)

data (Guo et al. 2009) are indicative for the Asian interior;

Terrigenous detritus at ODP 663 (deMenocal 1995) are indicative

for tropical Africa; Data from ODP 722 (Clemens et al. 1996) is

indicative for tropical Arabia and Somalia; Data from east equatorial

Pacific ODP 849 site (Winckler et al. 2008) are indicative for northern

South America. Significance of EDC dust flux (Lambert et al. 2008)

appears to be complex because of the changes in dust sources and

circulations following the glacial-interglacial cycles. b Summer

monsoon index (SMI, continuous black line) from the Weinan loess

section in China (Liu et al. 1995) and monsoon induced lake level

changes (dotted black line) of Eyre Lake in Australia (Magee et al.

2004). SMI at Weinan was derived from a chemical weathering index

to reflect the strength of East Asian summer monsoon. SMI is tuned to

N30� summer insolation because northern monsoons at the precession

band are mostly considered in phase with insolation changes. S30�
summer insolation (fine purple line) (Berger 1978) and LR04 marine

d18O (fine green line) (Lisiecki and Raymo 2005) are shown for

comparison
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Compensation between the sources and sinks may also be

affected by the glacial-interglacial cycles (Loulergue et al.

2008). Our analyses in Sect. 2 suggest that a comprehen-

sive account of these processes would contribute *80% to

the CH4 variability in average although the variance

changed through time due to variable and complex com-

binations of the boundary conditions.

MIS-13 constitutes a spectacular example of this com-

plexity (Fig. 2a). Atmospheric CH4 at this time represents

rather low interglacial values of the past 800 ka (Loulergue

et al. 2008). However, geological records consistently

show significantly warmer conditions for the northern high

latitudes. Mountain glaciers in the Baikal region were

mostly melted (Prokopenko et al. 2002). Extremely strong

paleosols were developed in eastern (Markovic et al. 2009)

and northern Europe (Zagwijn 1996; Vandenberghe 2000),

associated with a total lack of ice-rafted debris (McManus

et al. 1999) during a long interval at some North Atlantic

sites. Greenland ice-sheet was substantially melted (De

Vernal and Hillaire-Marcel 2008). These indicate that

boreal wetlands were not dominant for the CH4 concen-

trations during MIS-13 because warmer conditions and ice-

sheet melt at northern high latitudes would have led to

more extended boreal wetlands and increased CH4

emissions.

The low CH4 concentrations during MIS-13 are also

strongly decoupled with the northern hemispheric mon-

soons. Loess records in northern China (Fig. 2a) show an

extremely strong summer monsoon (Guo et al. 1998,

2009), as is also evidenced by the widely spread vermic-

ulated soil complex in southern China (Yin and Guo 2006).

The event has clear signature in South China Sea (Wang

et al. 2003). An unusually strong African monsoon (Ros-

signol-Strick et al. 1998) at this time was also recorded by

a thick Mediterranean sapropel resulting from high flood-

ing of the Nile River. The tropical Indian Ocean was

marked by low salinity during MIS-13, suggesting

increased fluvial fresh water input associated with strong

Indian monsoon (Bassinot et al. 1994). These suggest

commonly strengthened monsoon circulations in the

Northern Hemisphere that would have also increased CH4

emissions from the northern low latitudes. The strong

monsoons would even have affected the marine carbon

reservoir (Wang et al. 2003). The strong MIS-13 soils in

terrestrial records are sometimes interpreted as the results

of longer interglacial duration, but the prominent positive

d13C excursions in the world oceans indicate a climate

signature instead of a time effect (Guo et al. 1998, 2009).

Marine d18O record (Lisiecki and Raymo 2005) shows

that global ice volume during MIS-13 (Fig. 2a) was greater

than for most of the other interglacials in the past 800 ka,

but ice would have mainly stocked in Antarctica in view of

the substantial melt of Greenland ice-sheets (de Vernal and

Hillaire-Marcel 2008). These are consistent with the *4�C

lower temperature in Antarctica than for the Holocene

(Jouzel et al. 2007), and supported by the much lower sea

surface temperatures in sub-Antarctic Atlantic (Becquey

and Gersonde 2003; Martı́nez-Garcia et al. 2009), South-

east Atlantic (McClymont et al. 2005) and Southwest

Pacific (King and Howard 2000) in comparison with the

other mid-Pleistocene interglacials.

Thus, geological records indicate a much cooler

Southern Hemisphere versus a substantially warmed

Northern Hemisphere, and hence a strong asymmetry of

hemispheric climates during MIS-13 (Guo et al. 2009).

This suggests that the glacial-interglacial changes do not

always comply with the Milankovitch rule that emphasizes

the role of summer insolation changes at northern high

latitude on the global ice-volume (Milankovitch 1948).

Such an asymmetrical scenario is favorable to northwards

migration of ITCZ (Iriondo 2000; Markgraf et al. 2000;

Cox et al. 2008) that enhances the northern monsoons, as is

likely congruent with the sea surface salinity (Sepulcre

et al. 2011) and terrestrial vegetation changes near the

ITCZ around MIS-13 (Horikawa et al. 2010).

The lowest interglacial CH4 values associated with the

much warmer high latitudes and strong monsoons in the

Northern Hemisphere need to invoke an offset by largely

reduced CH4 emissions from other regions. Although ice

conditions during MIS-13 is less clear for high latitude

North America due to the lack of relevant geological

record, data from the mid-latitude continent show that

MIS-13 was even mostly warmer than MIS-11 (Fawcett

et al. 2011). It is incredible that Eurasian and North

Atlantic high latitudes were exceptionally warmer while

high latitude North America was cooler.

The only plausible explanation for the lowest intergla-

cial CH4 values during MIS-13 is the reduced emissions

from the Southern Hemisphere due to the cooler climates.

The related effects must have been sufficiently large to

recompense the stronger CH4 emissions of the northern

monsoon and boreal wetlands. The lower SST near the

tropics (De Garidel-Thoron et al. 2005; Li et al. 2008)

associated with the cooler Southern Ocean would have also

cooled the tropical continents, and led to less CH4 emis-

sions. Thus, MIS-13 provides an example that southern

hemispheric climates may dominate the global CH4 signals

at the glacial-interglacial scale.

3.2 Bi-hemispheric tropical monsoons and methane

changes

The CH4-G2a fraction, with a variance of *15%, is

characterized by the lack of 100 and 40-ka periodicities

(Figs. 4, 5), indicating a relative independence from the

glacial-interglacial cycles. Its fluctuations, dominantly at
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the precession and semi-precession frequencies, are cor-

relative with the low latitude summer insolation changes

from both hemispheres (Fig. 5). In parallel with the well-

known contribution of the northern tropical wetlands, this

indeed justifies again the prominent contribution of tropical

monsoon wetlands in the Southern Hemisphere that is

previously underestimated in interpreting the past CH4

changes.

Accounts of modern wetlands and CH4 emissions

(Fig. 1) strongly support this interpretation. Tropical wet-

lands currently represent *40–50% of the global wetland

surface, but more than half or two-third in the Southern

Hemisphere. They contribute *60% of the CH4 emissions

today with a southern hemispheric emission *1.2–1.5

times (Fig. 1c) compared to the northern one (Aselmann

and Crutzen 1989; Cao et al. 1996; Lehner and Doll 2004).

The reconstruction of the present natural wetlands

(Fig. 1a) would underestimate the total surface of tropical

wetlands, particularly for Asia and Africa, because of the

conversion of natural wetlands to agriculture. Model

stimulation for the present-day show much extended

potential wetlands and CH4 emissions in the tropical

regions of both hemispheres (Kaplan 2002) (Fig. 1b). The

southern South America (Fig. 1b) is among the largest

modern CH4 emitters (Kaplan 2002; Lehner and Doll

2004). These are also supported by the modern precipita-

tion observations (Huffman et al. 2009) showing greater

values for the southern monsoonal continents than for the

northern ones. Such an emission pattern must have figured

in the past.

As a fundamental difference from the East Asian and

Australian monsoons, tropical monsoons are primarily

associated with the seasonal oscillations of ITCZ (Wang

2006), prevailing the tropical Asia (Wang et al. 2008),

North and South Africa (Kutzbach 1981), North (Poore

et al. 2005) and South America (Cruz et al. 2005). Climate

models suggest that the strengths of tropical monsoons are

prominently driven by low latitude summer insolation

changes in each of the hemispheres (Kutzbach 1981;

Kutzbach and Liu 1997; Wyrwoll and Valdes 2003), as is

in agreement with the geological records (Fig. 8).

High-resolution data in the Northern Hemisphere with

well-constrained chronologies, from tropical South Asia

(Yuan et al. 2004; Kelly et al. 2006) and East Asia (Zheng

and Lei 1999; Wang et al. 2008), North Africa (Gasse

2000; Adegbie et al. 2003), and North America (Haug et al.

2001; Poore et al. 2005) consistently show that the late

Pleistocene monsoon histories roughly match the northern

summer insolation changes, with strong precession signals

at the *20-ka frequency. Similarly, data from South

Africa (Partridge et al. 1997; Bonnefille and Chalié 2000;

Barker et al. 2003) and South America (Seltzer et al. 2000;

Wang et al. 2004; Cruz et al. 2005) show equally promi-

nent signals of low latitude summer insolation of the

Southern Hemisphere, but roughly anti-phasing the north-

ern monsoon changes at the precession band (Fig. 8).

Semi-precession oscillations are naturally obvious in the

equatorial monsoon rainfall (Verschuren et al. 2009) due to

the ITCZ oscillations in response to bi-hemispheric inso-

lation changes.

These geological records again support that the CH4-

G2a fraction results from the anti-phase changes of the

northern and southern tropical monsoon wetlands, yielding

a strong semi-precession frequency at *10 ka. It is worthy

Fig. 8 Anti-phase changes of Asian and South American monsoons

at the precession bands compared with the Holocene CH4 trends.

a Asian and South American monsoon events as indicated by

stalagmite d18O records (blue line) from southern China (Hulu and

Dongge Caves) (Wang et al. 2008) and Brazil (Caverna Botuverá)

(Cruz et al. 2005). Thick orange lines represent summer daily

insolation changes at N30� (June 21, upper curve) and S30� (Dec. 21,

lower curve) (Berger 1978). b Comparison of the Holocene CH4

changes (Loulergue et al. 2008) with stalagmite records and summer

insolation at N30� (orange) and S30� (green) (Berger 1978).

Stalagmite d18O for South America and East Asia are from Caverna

Botuverá, Brazil (blue) (Cruz et al. 2005) and Dongge Cave, China

(red) (Wang et al. 2005), respectively
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noting that CH4-G2a peaks matching the northern insola-

tion are generally stronger than those of the southern ori-

gin, confirming a more important role of the Northern

Hemisphere, probably because of the stronger northern

hemispheric monsoons. However, this is not regular with

some southern peaks fairly intense. MIS-7 is a spectacular

example, as shown by the CH4-G2a peaks 18–21 in Fig. 5.

3.3 A plausible mechanism for the millennial

methane signals

The millennial CH4 components (CH4-G2b), sometimes

with large amplitudes, are rather comparable between EDC

and Vostok (Figs. 4, 6a) in terms of CH4 events. This indi-

cates that CH4-G2b contains true CH4 signals dominating the

noises. They mainly reside in PC24-80 (Fig. 3b) for EDC

with *8.2, 7.2, 6.6, 6, 5.5 and 4.2 ka periods after the

bi-hemispheric insolation tuning (BHIT) (Fig. 6b). Their

origins are much less known and considered part of the major

challenges (Wolff and Spahni 2007; Wolff 2011).

Precession harmonics may lead to *10 and *5.5-ka

frequencies for equatorial regions (Berger et al. 2006) with

the signals rapidly weaken towards higher latitudes. Pre-

cession forcing may also generate a *8.4-ka cycle for

equatorial regions of which the signals could be transferred

to subpolar regions (McIntyre and Molfino 1996). The

*8.2 and *5.5-ka periods in the CH4 record (Fig. 6b) are

likely attributable to these precession-related processes in

the equatorial regions. However, the millennial CH4

changes, with the frequencies ranging between *7.2 and

*6 ka and at *4.2 ka (Fig. 6b), have to be explained by

other mechanisms.

Section 3.1 shows that ice volume and CH4-G1 are

nearly in-phase at the eccentricity, obliquity and precession

(23 and 19-kyr) frequencies (Fig. 3c). Geological evidence

summarized in Sect. 3.2 shows that tropical CH4 emissions

in the two hemispheres are approximately in-phase with the

precession-induced northern (PNH) and southern (PSH)

insolation changes (Fig. 5). Because ice volume of the last

800 ka averagely lags the precession by *4.8 ka at the

23-ka band, and *2.8 ka at the 19-ka band (Pice),

respectively (Lisiecki and Raymo 2005), these three drivers

(PNH, PSH and Pice, referred to as 3P here), all varying at the

precession bands, but with different phases to the preces-

sion (Fig. 9), would have left their imprints in the atmo-

spheric CH4 signals.

Assuming an ice volume lag of 4.8–2.8 ka to the pre-

cession, the 3P consecutive effects theoretically produce

CH4 periods at *30–26, *16–12, *8–5.5, *4.9–2.8 ka

(Fig. 9a). Their exact values are slightly variable due to the

two precession frequencies (23 and 19-kyr). They may also

be affected by the possible phase instability between ice

volume and insolation. For example, except the 23, 19 and

*10-ka periods, other main CH4 frequencies between 90

and 130 ka BP may include the *28, *26.5, *15.6,

*6.6, *6, *5 and *4.5-ka signals (Fig. 9b) if a 4.8-ka

Fig. 9 Millennial CH4 signals related with the combined effect of

northern (PNH) and southern (PSH) insolation and glacial-interglacial

(Pice) changes at the precession bands. N30� summer insolation

(normalized to 0–1), S30� summer insolation (normalized to 0–1),

and the precession parameter (inversed, lagged and normalized to

0–1) are used to represent PNH, PSH and Pice (3P), respectively. The

time evolution of their maximum values is defined as the 3P curve.

Because late Pleistocene LR04 d18O lags the precession by *4.8 ka

at the 23-ka band, and by *2.8 ka at the 19-ka band in average

(Lisiecki and Raymo 2005), a 4.8-ka lag to the precession is assumed

here for Pice to represent the ice volume component at the precession

band. a Scheme showing the 3P-related CH4 periods taking the

85–135 ka BP interval as an example. Blue, red and green curves
indicate PNH, PSH and Pice, respectively. Thick brown line represents

the 3P curve. b MTM spectrum (red) of the 3P curve (0–800 ka BP

interval) showing clear millennial periods centered at *7.2 and

4.3 ka. Black line indicates the 99% confidence level
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lag of ice volume to the precession is assumed. The effects

of Pice and PNH may yield peaks at *28, *15.6, *5 and

*4.5 ka and those of Pice and PSH may generate the others.

The main millennial signals, as well as some longer-

term periods resolved in the bi-hemispheric insolation

tuned CH4 record (Fig. 6b) strikingly match these 3P-

produced frequencies (Fig. 9b). Within the accuracy of the

timescales, CH4 period at *4.2 ka is attributable to the

combined effects of Pice and PNH while those between

*7.2 and *6 ka and around *13 ka are attributable to

Pice and PSH. The *28-ka period may relate to either the

Pice-PNH effects or the Pice-PSH effects.

Thus, the millennial oscillatory signals of CH4 are likely

explainable by the combination of precession-related

equatorial processes (McIntyre and Molfino 1996; Berger

et al. 2006) and by the effects of insolation and ice-volume

at the precession bands. Other climate proxies related to bi-

hemispheric insolation and ice volume changes would also

bear these signals although the mechanisms may be dif-

ferent. For example, 8–3-ka periods are likely character-

istic for geological records related with ENSO (Wang et al.

2005).

Although Pice is related with northern insolation, its

effect should be roughly synchronous at the global scale

along the glacial-interglacial cycles according to the

Milankovitch rule (Milankovitch 1948). Figures 4 and 5

show that millennial CH4 signals are visually stronger

during the last 400 ka than for the 400–800 ka interval,

such that CH4-G2a between 400 and 800 ka BP appears

to be more purely linked with bi-hemispheric insolation

(Fig. 5). These suggest a reinforced Pice effect since

*400 kyr BP, as is consistent with the global ice volume

increase after the mid-Brunhes Event (Lisiecki and

Raymo 2005; Jouzel et al. 2007). These features are again

supportive to our tentative interpretation about the mil-

lennial CH4 signals.

3.4 Methane cycle and global monsoon

The above analyses show that atmospheric CH4 variability

in the past 800 ka are fundamentally attributable to three

main drivers: (1) the glacial-interglacial changes through

modulating the water cycle and temperatures at all latitudes

in both hemispheres (*80% variance); (2) tropical mon-

soons in response to the low latitude summer insolation

changes in both hemispheres (*15% variance); and (3) the

precession-related equatorial processes and the combined

effects of bi-hemispheric insolation and ice volume at the

precession bands (*5% variance). All these CH4 fractions

are bi-hemispheric in nature. Although the phase of CH4-

G1 is closer to northern insolation changes (Fig. 3c) due to

the northern insolation controls on the glacial-interglacial

cycles, it also derives from both southern and northern

hemispheric wetlands, rather than from the Northern

Hemisphere alone.

As a further evaluation of these interpretations, we use a

stack of marine d18O, northern and southern low latitude

insolation timeseries to model the main features of CH4

changes (Fig. 10a). Because the strong variance instability

over time, it is not yet possible to consider the weight of

each driver in this simple stack. However, the stacked

curve produces a timeseries with the orbital and millennial-

scale peaks matching those in the EDC CH4 record

(Fig. 10a), as are confirmed by the high coherencies

between the two timeseries at these frequencies (Fig. 10b).

These strongly support our causal attributions of the dif-

ferent CH4 signals even though the amplitudes are not

considered. Numerical modeling accounting these insights

and the nonlinearity of CH4 responses to the above drivers

(i.e. the variance changes through time) would yield much

better results, in particular, with regards to the amplitude

variability.

Although the glacial-interglacial components explain

*80% of the CH4 variability in average, our results sug-

gest that boreal wetlands is not the primary modulator to

the CH4 record. At the present interglacial time when

boreal CH4 sources are most active, their contribution to

global CH4 emission represents only *40% (Cao et al.

1996; Lehner and Doll 2004) (Fig. 1c). The other *60% is

mainly from monsoonal wetlands since other non-mon-

soonal wetlands are minor in proportion (Fig. 1). This

further implies that boreal emission should mostly not

exceed *40% during the glacial-interglacial cycles

because boreal sources were further reduced in interstadial

periods and essentially shut down in glacial periods

(Landais et al. 2010).

Among the *80% glacial-interglacial variance in the

CH4 records (CH4-G1), boreal sources should share about

the half if their modern contribution is averagely assumed

for the past. Accordingly, the other half part of glacial-

interglacial CH4 signals has to be attributed to wetlands

beyond boreal regions. Although they include tropical

monsoon regions, monsoonal and non-monsoonal zones at

mid latitudes, monsoon-related wetlands certainly con-

tribute the most to the latter half of CH4-G1, given that

wetlands beyond monsoon and boreal regions are minor in

proportion (Fig. 1). The case of MIS-13 discussed in Sect.

3.1 is indeed another support to the role of monsoon wet-

lands on CH4-G1 because high latitude wetlands are scarce

in the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 1).

Low latitude summer insolation in both hemispheres

account totally for *20% of CH4 variability, firstly

through modulating the tropical monsoons (CH4-G2a,

*15%) and secondly through the equatorial processes

(McIntyre and Molfino 1996; Berger et al. 2006) and the

combined effects of 3P (CH4-G2b, *5%). Today, tropical
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wetlands account for *60% of the global CH4 emission

(Fig. 1), but our analyses show a total variance of only

*20% (CH4-G2) linkable with low latitude insolation.

These rightly suggest that a greater part of the CH4 vari-

ance is attributable to the glacial-interglacial modulations

on the tropical wetlands via the processes discussed in Sect.

3.1.

The glacial-interglacial controls on the tropical monsoon

rainfall and wetlands are strongly supported by the eolian

dust data (Fig. 7) from tropical Africa (deMenocal 1995),

tropical Arabia and Somalia (Clemens et al. 1991, 1996)

and northern South America (Winckler et al. 2008), and by

the vegetation changes at wetsern Amazonia following the

glacial-interglacial cycles (Cardenas et al. 2011). These

regions are all under strong influences of tropical mon-

soons, but continental humidity changes within the mon-

soon zones, primarily linked with monsoon rainfall, also

display clear glacial-interglacial signals (Fig. 7) even

though the strengths of tropical monsoon winds may

dominantly vary at the precession rhythms of summer

insolation. Glacial-interglacial controls on moisture avail-

ability may be mainly responsible for these features of the

tropical monsoons. This interpretation is congruent with

the grain-size monsoon record (wind strength) and the dust

flux record (continental humidity) indicative of the tropical

monsoon zones (Clemens et al. 1991, 1996; deMenocal

1995). These imply that tropical monsoons, particularly in

term of rainfall, also bear a glacial-interglacial component

despite of the relatively weak magnitudes.

The above estimates of variances only represent the

approximate means because the relative variance of each

driver is variable over time, as is shown by the amplitude

changes of the CH4-G1, G2a and G2b timeseries (Figs. 4,

5). For example, glacial CH4 emissions from boreal wet-

lands should be most shut down during which tropical

wetlands should play a primary role. The role of the

Southern Hemisphere climate during MIS-13 is more

accentuated than for the other interglacials due to the

strong asymmetry of hemispheric climates (Guo et al.

2009).

Since nearly half of CH4-G1, the most of CH4-G2 are

monsoon-related, the results in this study also suggest that

the integration of regional monsoons, if viewed as a global

system (global monsoon)(Wang 2009), would consist of

two main integrated components, one roughly anti-phasing

between the two hemispheres primarily driven by the ITCZ

Fig. 10 Comparison of CH4

record with the modeled CH4

timeseries. a Modeled CH4

(blue) derived from a stack of

LR04 d18O (Lisiecki and

Raymo 2005), BHI (see Fig. 5)

and 3P (see Fig. 9) representing

the three main CH4 drivers

discussed in this study. The

timeseries are normalized,

summed and then normalized

again. EDC CH4 (red, vs.

BHIT) is shown for comparison.

The model has not been able to

consider the relative variance of

CH4 drivers because of their

strong variability over time, but

has captured most of the EDC

CH4 peaks at both orbital and

millennial scales. b Coherency

between modeled CH4 and EDC

CH4 (vs. BHIT). Red and

orange horizontal lines indicate

the 99 and 95% confidence

levels, respectively. High

coherency values are obtained at

the discussed orbital and

millennial bands
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oscillations in response to the low-latitude summer inso-

lation changes (the ITCZ monsoon component), and

another rough-synchronously modulated by the glacial-

interglacial cycles at the global scale (the glacial-intergla-

cial monsoon component). Global monsoon rainfall should

be ultimately determined by the integration of these two

components, and controls the monsoon wetlands and their

CH4 emissions.

Both chemical weathering of the loess-soil sequences in

northern China (Guo et al. 2000) and the stalagmite d18O

records from southern China (Wang et al. 2008) are

interpreted as proxies of East Asian monsoon. However,

their orbital signatures are quite different. Loess weath-

ering records contain prominent glacial-interglacial signals

(Fig. 2a) while stalagmite d18O is dominated by the *20-

ka precession period (Fig. 8a). Our interpretations provide

a likely explanation on this difference: the stalagmite d18O

records, mostly recovered from low latitude Asia (Fig. 8),

are more indicative of the ITCZ monsoon component while

the loess-soil records are more indicative of the glacial-

interglacial monsoon component.

As discussed in detail in Sect. 3.1, besides the moisture

availability that affect monsoonal rainfall at both low and

mid-latitudes, other main processes introducing the glacial-

interglacial signals into the loess records include the

changes in tropical SST, seal-level (shoreline distance), the

thermal conditions of Tibetan Plateau and in the season-

ality related with the Asian winter monsoon. These factors

are strongly modulated by the glacial-interglacial boundary

conditions. The weak glacial-interglacial signals in sta-

lagmite d18O might also be partially attributable to the

moisture sources from the Indian Ocean (Pausata et al.

2011), such that it may better reflect tropical monsoon

events than for monsoon rainfall changes.

Atmospheric CH4 record is sometimes used to infer the

strengths of regional monsoon circulations (Ziegler et al.

2010). This utility is clearly compromised by the bi-

hemispheric nature of CH4 and by the significant non-

monsoonal contributions mainly from boreal wetlands.

CH4 record can be used as a proxy of monsoon only if all

regional monsoon circulations are viewed as a global sys-

tem, i.e. global monsoon (Wang 2009), given that no better

proxy is available and that the contribution of monsoonal

wetlands is unlikely to be less than 60% of the global CH4

emission in the past 800 ka.

4 Tropical monsoons and the Holocene methane trends

During the Holocene, CH4 gradually decreased from *680

to *570 ppbv between 10 and 5 ka BP (Fig. 8b) and then

reversed the trend since *5 ka ago with a preindustrial

level of *680 ppbv (Chappellaz et al. 1993; Petit et al.

1999; Spahni et al. 2005; Loulergue et al. 2008). The

early anthropogenic hypothesis (Ruddiman and Thomson

2001; Ruddiman 2003, 2007) attributes the CH4 decrease

in the early part of the Holocene to weakened northern

hemispheric monsoons, and suggest that early rice-irri-

gation and methane-emitting livestock have significantly

contributed to the mid-Holocene CH4 reversal and sub-

sequent rise.

Although controversies still persist relative to this

V-shape CH4 trend for the Holocene (Fig. 8b), several lines

of evidence tend to support an early anthropogenic impact.

A compilation of archeological sites in rice-growing

regions of China show that the number of new rice-planting

sites between 6,000 and 4,000 years ago increased almost

tenfold compared with those during previous millennia

(Ruddiman et al. 2008). A recent compilation of rice-irri-

gation and livestock data throughout the Old Word (Fuller

et al. 2011) is also congruent with an anthropogenic source

of later Holocene CH4. These indicate that human inter-

ventions have figured in the Holocene CH4 reversal and the

subsequent CH4 rise.

Besides the anthropogenic sources, the analyses in this

study show that the weakened northern monsoons and the

strengthened southern tropical monsoons have also con-

tributed to the V-shape CH4 trend of the Holocene.

Figures 4 and 5 show that similar V-shape trends near-

systematically occurred in the CH4-G2 fraction over the

past 800 ka, roughly once every 10,000 years, as are more

clearly seen in the CH4 records in comparing CH4-G2 with

the original CH4 timeseries (Fig. 5).

These V-shape trends closely match the bi-hemispheric

insolation (Fig. 5), and the anti-phase changes of monsoon

events recorded by stalagmite d18O from Asia (Wang et al.

2008) and South America (Wang et al. 2004) (Fig. 8). The

Holocene CH4 changes (Fig. 8b) correspond to the last

V-shape of CH4-G2a (Figs. 4, 5). This observation is

consistent with the reduced inter-hemispheric CH4 gradient

in the late Holocene (Chappellaz et al. 1997a; Brook et al.

2000) that supports a tropical and subtropical origin of the

CH4 increase, instead of a high latitude origin.

CH4 varied between *350 and *710 ppbv following

the glacial-interglacial cycles. The V-shape changes of

CH4-G2a represent an average variance of *15% although

it varies over time. Assuming this average variance for the

Holocene, its contribution to the CH4 reversal would be

*54 ppbv. Given that CH4-G2b (*5% variance) also

mostly originates from tropical monsoons as discussed in

Sect. 3.2, a total variance of *20% would account for

*72 ppbv, a value still smaller than the late Holocene CH4

rise. Consequently, human interventions cannot be ruled

out for explaining the total CH4 rise in the late Holocene

unless a greater variance is assigned for CH4-G2a for the

Holocene.
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The causes for the CH4-G2a variance changes over time

need further studies. The V-shape trends of CH4-G2a at the

semi-precession frequency are more accentuated during

some interglacials, for example, during MIS-7, the Holo-

cene and some glacial times (Figs. 4, 5). In contrast, they

are relatively weaker in some other interglacials. These

may be attributed to the differences in various boundary

conditions among which ice-volume changes (Singarayer

et al. 2011) are worthy particular attentions. Because

*80% of the atmospheric CH4 signals is attributable to

glacial-interglacial cycles, tropical monsoon-related CH4

signals are naturally accentuated when the changes in ice-

volume are small. During the Holocene, the relatively

small decrease of ice-volume (Lisiecki and Raymo 2005),

associated with the human intervention (Ruddiman et al.

2008) would have accentuated the V-shape CH4 trends.

5 Conclusions

Understanding the causes of atmospheric CH4 changes are

helpful for exploring the relationships between greenhouse

gases and climate, for accurately dating marine and ice

records (Ruddiman and Raymo 2003), for assessing the

monsoon dynamics particularly if monsoon is viewed as a

global system (global monsoon) (Wang 2009), and for

evaluating human impacts on the climate system (Ruddi-

man 2007).

Timeseries analyses on the Antarctic CH4 records and

correlations with geological records in this study show that

atmospheric CH4 changes bear three main groups of signals

attributable to different drivers: (1) a glacial-interglacial

forced component (CH4-G1) with a total variance of

*80%, (2) a bi-hemispheric insolation driven component

(CH4-G2a, *15% variance) through modulating the

southern and northern tropical monsoons, and (3) a mil-

lennial oscillatory component (CH4-G2b, *5% variance)

seemingly attributable to precession-related equatorial

processes and to the combined effect of ice volume and

insolation at the precession bands. Although the contribu-

tion estimates of the drivers may not be sufficiently accu-

rate and the variance of each fraction varies over time, they

provide helpful insights about the main origins of CH4

signals.

Clearly, the glacial-interglacial cycle is a primary

driver of atmospheric CH4 changes. Our results indicate

that both monsoonal and non-monsoonal wetlands at all

latitudes in both hemispheres share these effects. Main

mechanisms include the glacial-interglacial influences on

boreal wetlands, global moisture availability, temperature

changes, and the monsoon rainfall. Besides boreal wet-

lands, monsoon regions have played a prominent role in

introducing the glacial-interglacial signals into the past

CH4 records.

The anti-phase tropical monsoon changes at the pre-

cession band, mainly in response to the low latitude sum-

mer insolation of the two hemispheres, are another

prominent driver of CH4 in the past 800 ka. This supports a

more important role of the Southern Hemisphere to CH4

than previously believed, and is consistent with the recent

CH4 modeling for the Holocene (Singarayer et al. 2011).

This mechanism led to the precession and semi-precession

periods among the main CH4 cycles, and also partially

explains the Holocene CH4 reversal and subsequent rise

since *5,000 years ago besides the human intervention.

This bi-hemispheric rational would have also the potential

for refining ice-core age models.

The origins of millennial-scale CH4 changes are much

less known (Wolff 2011). Part of the signals are likely

attributable to precession-related climate processes in

equatorial regions (McIntyre and Molfino 1996; Berger

et al. 2006). Our results suggest that past atmospheric CH4

changes contain three parts of precession signals, respec-

tively related with ice volume changes at the precession

band, low latitude summer insolation of both Southern and

Northern Hemispheres. The millennial oscillatory compo-

nents of CH4 are seemingly related with the consecutive

effects of these three precession-rhythm drivers. This

mechanism would also account for some longer-term CH4

periods at *30–28 and *16–14 ka.

Because nearly half of CH4-G1, the most of CH4-G2a

and a large part of CH4-G2b are monsoon-related, our

results also suggest that global monsoon (Wang 2009) can

be regarded as a system consisting of two main integrated

components, one primarily driven by the ITCZ oscillations

in response to the low-latitude summer insolation changes,

roughly anti-phase between the two hemispheres (the ITCZ

monsoon component); and another modulated by the gla-

cial-interglacial cycles, mostly synchronous at the global

scale (the glacial-interglacial monsoon component). At

best, atmospheric CH4 records can be described as the only

proxy that integrates all wetland processes, including the

important effects of changes in monsoonal circulations of

both hemispheres and the non-monsoonal contributions

mainly from boreal wetlands. Up to date, it is the only and

probably the best proxy available for documenting the past

changes of global monsoon. However, the utility of CH4 as

a proxy of monsoon changes at any specific location is

compromised by its bi-hemispheric nature.
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